
DEFENCE WHITE PAPER 2010 AND DEFENCE CAPABILITY DOCTRINE

This paper draws on and attempts to summarise relevant portions of the following Defence 
publications:

• The New Zealand Defence White Paper 2010
• The New Zealand Defence Capability Plan 2011
• The New Zealand Defence Doctrine Publication – Third Edition

All of these documents are in the public domain on the Defence website, www.NZDF.mil.nz.

The Strategic Setting

The Defence White Paper makes it clear that New Zealand would consider using military 
force in the following circumstances:

• In response to a direct threat to New Zealand and its territories
• in response to a direct threat to Australia
• as part of collective action in support of a member of the Pacific Islands Forum facing 

a direct threat
• as part of New Zealand's contribution to the Five Power Defence Arrangements
• if requested or mandated by the United Nations, especially in support of peace and 

security in the Asia-Pacific region.

The White Paper also indicates that New Zealand would consider joining ad hoc coalitions 
prepared to use force in response to international security concerns.

In discussing the New Zealand strategic outlook to 2035 the White Paper argues that the 
rules-based international order is under pressure with key international institutions struggling 
to forge consensus on a range of transboundary issues. The Paper also notes that new military 
technologies, the threat of proliferation, and terrorism continue to challenge state authorities.

Although the Paper states that the next 25 years are likely to be more challenging than the 25 
years just gone, Government believes that neither New Zealand nor its region is likely to face 
any direct military threat over the next 25 years, although there will be increased pressure on 
maritime resources and a significant risk of illegal migration.

It argues that the outlook for our region is fragility of the island states and their institutions 
rather than any direct military threat.

The technological and military advantage currently enjoyed by the United States is predicted 
to diminish, while the world's flashpoints will remain the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan and the 
South China Sea, the Middle East, and some pressure points in South and Southeast Asia.

The Defence Capability Plan argues that the key additional issues include:
• The emergence of new centres of economic strength, which will shift the balance of 

military power
• increasing pressure on the rules-based international order that has served us in the past
• the difficult social, economic, environmental and governance stresses on many Pacific 

Island states.

http://www.NZDF.mil.nz/


NZDF Tasks

The White Paper concludes that the principal tasks for Defence over the next 25 years will 
remain  much  as  they have  been,  but  likely with  higher  intensity.  The core  aim is,  with 
Australia, being able to deal with any reasonably foreseeable contingency in the South Pacific 
region .

This would also mean that New Zealand would all able to make a credible contribution to 
stability in Asia, and further afield.

The requirement for us to do this would mean that our forces would need to be deployable,  
sufficiently self-reliant, versatile, and adaptable. Importantly, there would be a high need to 
remain interoperable with our principal partners.

To the  Government,  this  means  that  Defence  would  focus  on  deployable  ground forces, 
strategic  projection  and  logistic  capacity,  network  enabled  intelligence,  surveillance  and 
reconnaissance capabilities, and the ability to fulfil a credible combat role. 

The  White  Paper  proposes  that  the  combat  effectiveness,  protection,  sustainability,  and 
mobility of our land forces be improved and that long-range air and sea transport abilities be 
maintained.

NZDF Outcome

The focus therefore, until 2015, is reorienting existing units and assets into a joint amphibious 
task force,  capable of responding to threats  and tasks in  New Zealand and its  region;  to 
security challenges  in  the South Pacific;  and,  challenges  to New Zealand and Australia’s 
common security interests.

By 2020 the  intent  is  that  the  Defence  Force  will  be  capable  of  conducting  amphibious 
military operations and responding to emergencies in our region. This would be either on our 
own or  as  part  of  a  wider  coalition.  We would  still  maintain  selected  forces  capable  of 
participating in operations elsewhere in the world.

Force Requirements for Army to 2020

The Army credible combat capability requirements include combat units, special operations 
forces, and combat support unit such as engineers and artillery. These are to be deployable at 
short notice for a wide range of military tasks, including tasks alongside our allies.

The deployable ground forces have to be capable of combat tasks but may also be used for 
tasks such as humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, or the evacuation of nationals, and New 
Zealand must be able to undertake these tasks alone, if necessary.

Important  aspects  of  logistics  include  land  mobility,  all  aspects  of  supply,  and  medical 
support.

Satellite  and other  analytical  resources will  be used to improve targeting,  and unmanned 
aerial vehicles for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance to support the ground forces.



Army will be reconfigured around the ability to quickly form a combined arms task group. 
The existing light guns and mortar capabilities will be maintained to meet the requirements of 
the combined arms task group.

The combined arms task group needs the physical means to fight if it is to achieve its aim. 
The physical means to fight includes personnel, equipment, collective performance, readiness 
and sustainability in battle.

Because of our size the resources available will always have limits. We do not have a large 
military force in being, rather relying on the ability to quickly develop and prepare the forces 
required to meet the rising contingencies.

The doctrine also states that reserve forces are an integral component because they provide 
complementary and supplementary skills  of individuals, small teams, and units, providing a 
critical role in increasing Army's ability to sustain a surge in operations.

A Current Lesson

The most recent intense piece of combat for the New Zealand Army was the August action 
fought in Afghanistan where we lost two KIA and seven WIA in a relief operation supporting 
local Afghan forces who were under attack.

Relief columns being ambushed all sounds a bit familiar in an irregular war theatre, and has 
happened for hundreds of years in Afghanistan.

Let me paint a typical Afghanistan scenario. Fire support for the infantry patrol is either the 
turret  direct  fire  weapon on the  vehicle  moving the  patrol  or  the  infantry anti-tank cum 
bunker-busting missile.

The issue with these fire support weapons is that if the firer can see the target he is firing at – 
a requirement of a direct fire weapon – the target can also see and engage the fire support  
weapon.

The enemy know this, just as they know that to take out a soldier in an armoured vest, he  
must shoot from the flank, the armour’s weak point. So in our typical ambush setting, the 
direct fire support weapon is destroyed when the contact begins, and the infantry lose their 
covering support fire. 

The alternative is attack helicopters but these are usually some time away. Caught in the open 
in a fierce small arms fire fight, there are casualties and it is difficult to regain the initiative. 
By the time this happens the enemy have melted away, taking any casualties they had with 
them, high into the hills or into the nearest safe haven village.

One must ask the question: What would such a fire fight be like if there had been indirect fire  
support immediately available, and would the outcome have been different?

Certainly, it is most unlikely that any supporting mortars or guns would be involved directly 
in the firefight – they would have been deployed a few thousand metres away providing 
indirect fire support.



Would this make a difference? I certainly think so. And, not just to the fire fight, but also onto 
the enemy during his withdrawal. Ask any infantryman of any age who has been involved in 
a serious firefight whether guns or mortars make a difference.

The Current RNZA Structure

16 Field Regiment is organised in to three fire support batteries: two regular force, and one 
territorial force. On paper the batteries are organised identically, each with six 105mm guns 
and eight 81mm mortars. Each battery has an unmanned aerial vehicle (drone) detachment 
and three forward observers, with the battery commander and forward observers mounted in 
light armoured vehicles.

In their current roles the regular force batteries rotate every two years with one being the 
operational battery and the other being the school support and individual training battery. The 
territorial force battery trains to individual skills levels and provides manpower for the two 
regular batteries as required, as well as undertaking sub unit level training as a gun battery.

Modern Combat Gunners

Just some notes picked up from discussions with RA  and USA gunners:
• an RA battery of 105mm guns in Helmund that fired a total of 400 rounds of HE in its 

six month tour while its infantry’s mortars fired around 10,000 rounds
• the RA regiment that deployed to Afghanistan last year with six guns, 9 BCs parties 

and 33 FOs – the core task was organizing fire support, not doing it
• the recent RM Cdo 105mm battery that fired only 88 rounds in its six month tour – 

mostly illuminating for the night time recovery of a crashed friendly vehicle
• the US Marine Corps gun regiments that are now equipped with 155mm guns as well 

as 120mm mortars in each battery – guns and mortars, like 16 Fd Regt.

What Do We Need to Do?

Josh Wineera’s  article has outlined a credible scenario for our part of the Pacific. The various 
defence papers have outlined government's view and the defence response. Somewhere in 
between lies the likely strategic scenario.

Certainly Government is committed to developing and maintaining a credible and deployable 
combat force, capable of independent action if required. Little is actually said in the Defence 
papers on the relevance or utility of indirect fire support and the control of such fire support.

We need to ask ourselves whether there is any relevance for the RNZA; if there is, what role 
should we play; and, how do we organise and train to achieve that objective?

Barry Dreyer
Colonel Commandant RNZA
August 2012


